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The Isolationist Background
AQ1

Scientiﬁc modelling of high-level cognitive processes has recently turned towards
the implementation of philosophical/psychological views advocating enactive
approaches to cognition. Accordingly, for some time now, there has been a growing shift of emphasis in disciplines across cognitive science away from static representations of structure/content towards the dynamic, process-oriented modelling of skills and abilities that organisms employ, adjust, and perfect in dealing adequately with the ever-changing possibilities for action the environment
aﬀords [2,3,13,14,32,35,86]. In contrast, formal theorising about natural language (NL) has typically retained its characterisation as a code, an abstract
system of rules and representations arbitrarily mapping forms to meanings. In
this view, linguistic knowledge is codiﬁed as a ‘grammar’ mediating ﬁxed mappings of phonological, syntactic and semantic representations. It is well-known
that this characterisation is inadequate for any realistic application of this purported knowledge in a dynamically changing environment, issues pertaining to
such applications being in principle precluded. As a result, such views are either
presented as theories of an encapsulated cognitive capacity (as I-language or
“competence”: [10]) or are supplemented by invoking pragmatic competence
underpinned by innate mechanisms of mindreading and altruism to bridge the
gap [11,87]. Both solutions are undesirable if the aim is to account for basic
NL properties. First, as we argue, the eﬀects characterized as mindreading and
altruism/cooperation are outcomes of the mechanisms that NLs instantiate, not
themselves causes. Second, modelling of NLs as codes presupposes a synchronic
and static view. This view has had a troubled ride in probing NL evolution. If a
domain-speciﬁc, encapsulated capacity with arbitrary relations between levels of
structure is assumed, gradualist accounts of NL evolution are precluded. Instead,
the emergence of NL has been seen as a mutation, a so-called “sudden switch”
(for a recent variant see [5]). In psychology, the code view precludes mechanisms
that are subject to constant change and adaptation in response to events in the
environment so that learning, plasticity, and cultural transmission are excluded
c Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature 2019
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in favour of biological determination (nativism) and prespeciﬁed unfolding of
capacities (“maturation”). Accordingly, learning one’s native language has been
seen as requiring a Language Acquisition Device in which the child hypothesises
a succession of grammars, increasingly approximating the adult grammar.

2

Interaction and Natural Language

But even a model of the most basic and mundane uses of NL, i.e. communication
via conversational interaction, is beyond the static, isolationist accounts. In psycholinguistics, the code model methodology enriched with mind-reading capacities presuppose what has been characterized as the “cognitive sandwich” view
[53]. According to this view, the mind is structured at three levels: perception and
action are seen as separate from each other and peripheral; cognition, the locus of
propositional thought, planning, and executive control, stands in between as the
ﬁlling. Applied to the modelling of dialogue, this view postulates that low-level
perception and action involve a series of independent coding/decoding modules
which are separate from and coordinated by the higher processes of cognition.
Communication then is explicated as the transfer or sharing of “meanings”, conceived as propositions, from one individual mind to another. As a result, the
perceiver/listener is modelled not as an interacting agent/actor but as a passive
recipient decoding stimuli produced by a speaker and replicating the speaker’s
thought. This view contradicts empirical observations of dialogue data showing that production and comprehension in dialogue are as tightly interwoven
as argued in current computational neuroscience models linking action, action
perception, and joint action [2,13]. The most glaring case is data showing rapid
exchange of speaker/hearer roles in conversation even within the building of a
single structure:
(1) A: We’re going to
B: Marlborough
C: Marlborough?
B: to see Granny
C: With the dogs?
A: if you can keep them
under control

(2) A: I need a a
B: mattock. For breaking up clods
of earth
[BNC]
(3) Jack: I just returned
Kathy: from
Jack: Finland
[data from 63]

The existence of such interactive constructing of utterances/meanings is problematic for all conventional grammars, since any dependencies are able to be split
apart so that resolution is only possible across the turn divide (as in (2) and (3)).
These interactions also show how the direction they may take is by no means
conﬁned to realising some over-arching intentionally held content anticipated in
advance of the speech event. And, of course, constructions such as these may
be uttered by a single interlocutor, for their own beneﬁt or their interlocutors’,
reﬁning and elaborating an initial sentence/thought, as in (4):
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(4) Mary’s back. Late last night. From the US. Tired and frustrated.
Not being a cognitively demanding task, even language-acquiring infants can join
in, adding to a proﬀered frame, (5), or initiating a frame construction process,
(6)–(7):
(5) A: Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O. On that farm he had a
B: cow.
(6) (2 year old on mum’s bike waving at empty mooring over the canal)
Eliot: Daddy!
Mother: That’s right dear, you were here yesterday with Daddy
clearing out the boat.
[direct observation]
(7) A: Bear.
B: That’s right dear, a panda.
The eﬀect is one of rich potential for interactivity between participants, available
from the earliest stages of NL development. Accordingly, in our view, what is
needed to model such data is a grammar in which mechanisms of processing
(actions) are modelled, rather than ﬁxed mappings among form-contents. This
involves a radical shift of assumptions, a shift that has been adopted in Dynamic
Syntax – to which we now turn.

3

Language as Action

Dynamic Syntax (DS, [8,58]) is a grammar architecture whose core notion is
incremental interpretation of word-sequences (comprehension) or linearisation
of contents (production) relative to context. The DS syntactic engine, including
the lexicon, is articulated in terms of goal-driven actions accomplished either by
giving rise to expectations of further actions, by consuming contextual input, or
by being abandoned as unviable in view of more competitive alternatives. Thus
words, syntax, and morphology are all modelled as “aﬀordances”, opportunities
for (inter-) action produced and recognised by interlocutors to perform step-bystep a coordinated mapping from perceivable stimuli (phonological strings) to
conceptual mechanisms or vice-versa. To illustrate, we display below the (condensed) steps involved in the parsing of a standard long-distance dependency,
Who hugged Mary? :1

(8) ?T y(t), ♦

...who...

→

?T y(t)
WH : e, ♦

The task starts with a set of probabilistically-weighted predicted inter-actioncontrol states (ICSs) represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) keeping
1

The detailed justiﬁcation of this formalism as a grammar formalism is given elsewhere
([8, 9, 37, 56, 58], and others).
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track of how alternatives unfold and are progressively abandoned (we show only
one snapshot of an active DAG path above and only the syntactically-relevant
part). Such ICSs include salient environmental information, means of coordination, e.g. “repair” [21], and the recent history of processing. On this basis, they
induce triggering of goals to build/linearise conceptual mechanisms (‘ad-hoc concepts’) classiﬁed as belonging to ontological types (e for entities in general, es
for events, e → (es → t) for predicates, etc). In (9) above, the goal is realized as a prediction to process next a proposition of type t. This is shown as a
one-node tree with the prediction ?T y(t) and the ICS’s current focus of attention, the pointer ♦. Such initiating predictions can be of any type since the
model aims to integrate predictions generated through any multimodal means
with linguistic “fragments” (see e.g. (6)–(7) earlier) seamlessly induced within
such DAG frames [43]. Additionally, no extra discourse levels or machinery like
QUD [36] or DRSs is needed since the predictions are generated by the totality of information available to the DAG path state (cf. [29,61,65]). With the
pointer at a node including a predicted outcome, predictions of further aﬀordances/subgoals are generated under the expectation of eventual satisfaction of
the current goal either by the processing of (verbal) input (as a hearer) or by
producing that input (as a speaker). For (8), one of the probabilistically-licensed
next steps for English (executed by deﬁned lexical and general computational
macros of actions) is displayed in the second partial tree therein: a prediction
that a structurally underspeciﬁed node (indicated by the dotted line) can be
built and can accommodate the result of parsing/generating who. As illustrated
here, temporary uncertainty about the eventual contribution of some element
is implemented through structural underspecification. Initially “unﬁxed” treenodes model the retention of the contribution of the wh-element in a memory
buﬀer until it can unify with some argument node in the upcoming local domain.
Non-referential words like who and other semantically underspeciﬁed elements
(e.g. pronominals, anaphors, auxiliaries, tenses) contribute underspeciﬁed placeholders in the form of so-called metavariables (indicated in bold font). Metavariables in turn trigger search for their eventual type-compatible substitution from
among contextually-salient entities or predicates.
General computational and lexically-triggered macros always intersperse to
develop a conceptual graph of available aﬀordances, locally taking the form of a
binary tree: in (9), the verb contributes both conceptual structure in the form of
unfolding the tree further, fetching an ad-hoc concept (indicated as Hug  ) developed according to contextual restrictions,2 as well as placeholder metavariables
for time and event entities to be supplied by the current ICS. Such conceptual
structure is indeﬁnitely extendible (see [18]) and “non-reconstructive” in the
sense that it is not meant as an inner model of the world [43], (see also [14,15]).
Instead, these structures function as ‘interaction outcome indicators’ [6] triggering possibilities of further (mental or physical) action, by either participant,
2

In [22, 25, 27], this is modelled via a mapping onto a Type Theory with Records
formulation, but we suppress these details here: see also [49, 50, 79].
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extending or “repairing” the node elements, thus coordinating behaviour with
selected aspects of the environment and each other.
Returning to the processing in (9), now NL-speciﬁc constraints kick in since
the pointer ♦ is left at the argument node implementing the word-order restriction in English that the object needs to follow the verb:

(9)

?T y(t), ♦
WH:e

SP AST : es

?T y(es → t)

...hugged...

→

?T y(e)

?T y(e → (es → t))
?T y(e), ♦

Hug :
e → (e → (es → t))

At this point, the word Mary can be processed to initiate the tracking of a
contextually-identiﬁable individual (M ary  ) at the argument node internal to
the predicate (for the view that such concepts are skill adaptations allowing the
accumulation of knowledge about individuals, see [67]). After this step, everything is in place for the structural underspeciﬁcation to be resolved, namely, the
node annotated by who can now unify with the subject node of the predicate,
which results in an ICS that includes the minimal content of an utterance of
Who hugged Mary? imposed as a goal (?QWH ) for the next action steps (either
by the speaker or the hearer):
(10)
?T y(t)

...Mary...unification macro...

−→

WH:e

SP AST : es
UNIFY

?T y(es → t)
Hug (M ary ) :
e → (es → t)

?T y(e), ♦

M ary : e

(11)

Hug :
e → (e → (es → t))

?QWH , Hug (M ary )(WH)(SP AST )

...tree-completion macros...

−→

SP AST : es

Hug (M ary )(WH) : es → t
WH : e

Hug (M ary ) :
e → (es → t)
M ary : e

Hug :
e → (e → (es → t))

The DS model assumes tight interlinking of NL perception and action:
the predictions generating the sequence of trees above are equally deployed in
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comprehension and production. Comprehension involves the generation of predictions/goals and awaiting input to satisfy them, while production involves the
deployment of action (verbalising) by the predictor themselves in order to satisfy their predicted goals. By imposing top-down predictive and goal-directed
processing at all comprehension/production stages, interlocutor feedback is constantly anticipated and seamlessly integrated in the ICS [21,33,34,39,76]. Given
that the total information state is modelled by the DAG as a single level, even
“semantically empty” feedback such as backchannels (mmm, uh-huh), serves,
through the same mechanisms that implement lexical and computational
actions, the function of continually realigning interlocutors’ processing contexts,
whilst ensuring that the problem of maintaining coordination is computationally tractable [22,23,44,51]. Integration in the ICS can involve adding simple
proposition-like structures such as (11) or locally linked structures of any type
incrementally elaborating some node of a tree in the ICS. For this reason, maintaining even abandoned options is required to achieve the concurrent modelling
of conversational phenomena like clariﬁcation, self/other-corrections etc, but
also, quotation, code-switching, humorous eﬀects and puns [39,49]. Given the
modelling of word-by-word incrementality, at any point, either interlocutor can
take over to realise the currently predicted goals in the ICS. This can be illustrated in the sharing of the dependency constrained by the locality deﬁnitive of
reﬂexive anaphors:
(12) Mary: Did you burn
Bob: myself? No.
As shown in (12), Mary starts a query involving an indexical metavariable contributed by you that is resolved by reference to the Hearer contextual parameter currently occupied by Bob :
M ary:Did you burn

?T y(t), ?Q

SP AST

(13)

?T y(es → t)
T y(e), Bob

?T y(e → (es → t))
?T y(e),
♦

T y(e → (e → (es → t))),
Burn

With the ICS tracking the speaker/hearer roles as they shift subsententially,
these roles are reset in the next step when it happens that Bob takes over the
utterance. Myself is then uttered. Being a pronominal, it contributes a metavariable and, being a reﬂexive indexical, it imposes the restriction that the entity to
substitute that metavariable needs to be a co-argument that bears the Speaker
role. At this point in time, the only such available entity in context is again Bob
which is duly selected as the substituent of the metavariable:
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?T y(t), ?Q

SP AST

(14)
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?T y(es → t)
T y(e), Bob

?T y(e → (es → t)), ♦
T y(e),
Bob

T y(e → (e → (es → t))),
Burn

As a result, binding of the reﬂexive is semantically appropriate, and locality is
respected even though joining the string as a single sentence would be ungrammatical. This successful result relies on (a) the lack of a syntactic level of representation, and (b) the subsentential licensing of contextual dependencies. In
combination, these design features render the fact that the utterance constitutes
a joint action irrelevant for the wellformedness of the sequence of actions constituting the string production. This means that coordination among interlocutors
here can be seen, not as propositional inferential activity, but as the outcome of
the fact that the grammar consists of a set of licensed complementary actions
that speakers/hearers perform in synchrony [38,40,42]. As DS models syntax as
a process (actions), not the resulting product, semantically equivalent strings
might result in identical trees but the record of the processes on the DAG will
be distinct. Syntactic alignment [74, a.o.] and priming in experimental data is
explained by the reuse of these actions [57] while the fact that all conversational
processing phenomena are modelled in a single level explains the ﬁnding that
such alignment occurs at levels below chance in general conversation [45]. Due
to subsentential step-by-step licensing, speakers are not required to plan propositional units, so hearers can perform “repair” subsententially without need to
reason about propositional intentions. Given that parsing/production are predictive activities [61,75], a current goal in the ICS may be satisﬁed by a current
hearer, so that it yields the retrieval/provision of conceptual information that
matches satisfactorily the original speaker’s goals, as in (2)–(5), or be judged to
require some adjustment that can be seamlessly and immediately provided by
feedback extending/modifying the ensuing ICS:
(15) Ken: He said all the colored people uh walk- walk down the street
and they may be all dressed up or somethin and these guys
eh white- white guys’ll come by with .hh
Louise: mud.
Ken: mud, ink or anything and throw it at ’em
[from 62]
The action dynamics in DS, and its emphasis on underspeciﬁcation and update
for both NL and context, reﬂect the formalism’s fundamental cross-modal predictivity and integration of normative constraints from various sources, e.g.
turn-taking conventions, within a single graph. This allows for parsimonious
explanations of now standard psycholinguistic evidence of prediction from sentence processing studies [1,89, a.o.] without requiring internally structured
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predictive models (see [41] for comparison with [75]). The single-level assumption
also allows for the ﬁne-grained modelling of results of current turn-manipulation
experiments showing that how people respond to truncated turns depends on
how predictable the continuation is. Extremely predictable continuations do not
even need to be articulated by either party in order to be taken as part of
the interpretation, and continuations that are predictable in terms of structure
but not content (such as those within a noun phrase) prompt dialogue participants to provide multi-functional utterances serving both as continuations
and oﬀering feedback as clariﬁcation requests ([52], cf. [29]). DS processing can
model all these options since there is no notion of wellformedness deﬁned over
sentence-proposition mappings, only systematicity/productivity of procedures
for incremental processing. Therefore, unlike non-incremental formalisms where
explanation for these phenomena has to either be devolved to a parser external
to the grammar or be relegated to performance “errors”, fragmentary linguistic input/output and “repair” processes are not modelled as a problem for the
interlocutors. Instead such processing is basic and constitutes the purpose of
interaction which is to modify the interlocutors’ cognitive and physical environments, a basic feature for learning and adaptation purposes.

4

Interaction and Language Learning

DS is a grammar modelling goal-directed coordination activity, with syntax
transformed into a set of conditional update actions that induce or develop
the processing environment of interacting agents. Depending on the momentby-moment system-generated predictions of the next system state, processing
strategies either attend to input verifying the predictions (as a hearer) or induce
physical action realising the predictions (as a speaker), each agent manipulating the grammar mechanisms relative to their own capabilities, needs, desires,
and goals but also as part of a system of coordinated processes with emergent properties [41,42]. This is unlike other frameworks [47,96] where these two
apparently inverse activities are modelled as distinct, leaving mediating higherorder inference as the only means of modelling emergence and adaptation to the
interlocutor’s processing. DS, to the contrary, allows for variability without disruption in the aﬀordances each agent perceives/pursues and, equally, divergence
in what it is that they establish as the outcome of the interaction. Consequently,
the DS update mechanisms have been shown to be learnable from child-directed
semantically annotated data [25,26], where such asymmetries are crucial, and
in the automatic induction of successful strategies serving task-speciﬁc dialogue
games [24,27,54,81,94].
Given the embeddability of NL under domain-general skills and constraints
as modelled by DS, learning an NL comes under one and the same domain
of behavioural control, the establishment of sensorimotor contingencies, resulting from environmental and self-generated feedback [73,90]. In turn, given that
the cultural/social environment is the main source of such contingencies for NL
acquisition, the starting point for it is the now familiar observation (see [4])
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that all utterance exchanges will necessarily involve moment by moment interaction between participants in communicative activities as they severally adjust
jointly established action-control states to each other’s desirable/undesirable
aﬀordances. Even from 4 months old, children enjoy interactive rituals like peekaboo games, in which there is no essential attribution of content, actively participating from 6.5 months (observation spring 2018). Moreover, [48] and [16] report
on prelinguistic stages in which the caregiver characteristically uses their language ﬂuently, invariably providing shaping feedback to the prelinguistic vocal
behaviour of the child within their own conception of what this activity leads to
(mindshaping: [95]). The result is an interactive eﬀect between child and caregiver even in the absence of any expectation of mutual content duplication, the
sole reward for both being the rich emotional bonding achieved by this interactive behaviour [88].
In the next phase of acquisition, the one-word utterance stage, successful
communication again builds on the interaction between participants, despite,
indeed riding upon, the asymmetry between them. This interactive behaviour
rests on the reiteration of exchanges during which child and adult severally
interpret what is oﬀered them and engage in overt action to shared eﬀect. As
the child comes to isolate and so oﬀer one-word utterances, there are notable
structural patterns. On the one hand, the child may be oﬀering some completion to a structured routine aﬀordance just provided by the adult’s utterance
as in the nursery-rhyme exchange of (5). Or, given the coupling of the producer/comprehender systems, if the child is initiating some exchange with such
a fragment, they can do so on the expectation that the adult will then develop it
(as in (6) above). There are, furthermore, ‘embedded correction’ cases which can
add elaboration, adjunct-like, to the child’s oﬀering, as in (7) [80]. In these earliest occurrences of NL, both producing and parsing such a construction would,
following the anticipatory DS dynamic, involve predicting feedback and subsequently adjusting expectations (weightings), in the child’s case, in favour of the
carer’s input stimulus. Learning an NL then is learning to exploit the aﬀordances
oﬀered by interlocutors. In recurrent occurrences of such scenarios, sensorimotor
contingencies will become entrenched so no matter how disjoint or asymmetric
the construals of these events by the participants may be, at each stage, neither
high-level inferences nor other-self mind-reading abductions need to be invoked
(cf. [31,84]).
In fact, this asymmetry between participants in what they bring to bear in
the conversational exchange continues across the lifespan, diagnostic of not just
all expert/non-expert exchanges, but all dialogic encounters, as diﬀerences in
experiences, cultural background, individual physiology and social communities
all contribute to diﬀerences in people’s language use, meaning that we never have
the “same” language as anybody we are interacting with [17]. In consequence,
variation and uncertainty lie at the heart of NL processing, and do not in general
inhibit it. In any case, should such uncertainty be picked up on as problematic,
NLs have tools speciﬁcally reifying the interaction and indicating need of clariﬁcation, correction, etc [19] so the pinpoint of uncertainty, if recognised as a
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hurdle, serves only to enrich the ongoing interaction by making explicit
the implicit adjustment mechanisms of prediction-generation, which gradually
becomes the basis for (explicit) inference and logical reasoning (instead of interaction relying on such capacities).

5

NL Evolution

The need for adjustment and change shapes all properties of NLs so that a
dynamic perspective on NL abilities, rather than ﬁxed form-content mappings,
seems to us necessary. At all levels of interaction organisation, instead of highlevel inferential processes deciphering hidden speaker intentions, it is domainspeciﬁc interaction patterns (language games) that allow for particular procedural conventions (i.e., in our view, words, syntax, semantics) to be modelled as
emergent, learned, and adjusted during interaction [43,68,69]. This is possible
because DS does not impose a single set of actions that must apply invariably
to achieve each dialogue goal nor encoded speech act speciﬁcations modelling
explicit propositional goals [40]. Instead, the composability of complex routines
(macros) out of basic atomic actions can lead, through aﬀordance competition
[12], to plastic strategies that can be (re)deployed and reﬁned at each instance to
achieve results, with selection depending on the intersubjective processing environment structuring an interaction according to current needs. In this respect,
computational work conﬁrms the successful induction of domain-speciﬁc dialogue
structures (language games) from very small amounts of unannotated data, with
no dialogue act annotation but using instead a combination of DS and Reinforcement Learning [54,93]. Under such learning, multiple processing routes to the
same dialogue goal are reinforced or inhibited by feedback depending on the situation and each individual’s needs. Establishment of routinised processing also
depends on eﬃciency in securing predictive success at minimal cost. For example, during reinforcement learning, the reward function upon reaching a goal
penalises increasing dialogue time/length. This is a general constraint imposed
by the organisation of the cognitive system itself, a property often invoked in
linguistic pragmatics as determining communicative success [84], but here seen
as the natural emergence of the way an organism has evolved to determine success in its task in manageable real time (the “lazy-brain hypothesis”, [13]). This
general view substitutes feedback-enhanced trial-and-error processing, selecting
eﬃcient routines through (inter)action, as the learning mechanism, in place of
the need for internal world models and costly computation of others’ internal
mental states or common ground. Across multiple interactive situations this
means that NL users can employ diﬀerent strategies with diﬀerent partners to
reach the same outcome depending on their histories of interactions without
local coordination failure. Long term, such tolerance of alternatives becomes a
source of variation of the kind necessary for evolutionary selection.
Taking the ﬁne details of such procedures to be the object of selection requires
a view of evolution that is not conﬁned to genetic modiﬁcation [71,92]. Adjustments made possible by mechanisms loosely described as enculturation, niche
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construction, social learning, and cultural transmission [60] are involved here.
Given that what is constructed during NL interactions are not world-mirroring
models but repertoires of (inter)action-control states generating the next predicted inputs, DS follows the pattern assumed by enactive [72,86] and recent
predictive coding models [14,15] for whole cognitive systems. In the latter, total
brain-body organisms are described as instantiating predictive systems using
previous experience at every step to anticipate with uncertainty the structure
of the next incoming sensory array: perception, action (and imagination) all
rely on probability distributions, rather than ﬁxed decodings, over the incoming
stimuli with diﬀerent reliability weightings determining the ensuing adjustments
as responses to error signals. Such weightings derive from (a) current attentional resources (as in [13]), and (b) the reinforcement history of the system,
i.e., reward/punishment values assigned via personal and social exposure to cultural norms that dictate perspectives for understanding phenomena in context.
In combination, these two factors determine that NL users exploit NL variability,
not only for adjusting their understanding, but also for the purposes of attaching social/personal values to their actions, e.g., meanings signifying identity and
group-memberships that go beyond denotational meaning (see e.g. [20]).
From the evolutionary point of view, variability is a constant property of a
dynamically changing environment to which organisms have to actively respond
controlling its inﬂuence moment by moment. To actively exert such control, an
agent must store as part of its constitution predictable dependencies between its
actions and the resulting sensory stimulation (‘sensorimotor contingencies’). NL
behaviour, as modelled by DS, is subsumed in this action resources organisation. Without imposing identity of strategies/outcomes at the level of individual
agency, at the level of the social unit, co-construction of stimuli and meanings of
the kind seen in split utterances (see (1)–(5) earlier) allows each interlocutor’s
processing to inﬂuence the other’s actions by establishing feedback loops and
thus lessening unpredictability leading towards temporary synergies of compatibility and coordination (see also [95]). For this ﬁne-grained inﬂuence to take
place, it is essential that what is sustaining the interactions is mechanisms ﬂexibly shaping courses of actual/virtual actions (as in the DS DAG) rather than
manipulation of stored ﬁxed codes/intentions/goals/contents. Thus, on the DS
perspective, the phenomenological phenomenon at some particular time in literate societies of a reiﬁed NL (code) can be seen as emerging from the high social
values attached to stable (but, in fact, ‘metastable’ [55]) system states temporarily settling in short-term outcomes even though long-term the underlying basis is
ephemeral ever-changing processes. Over the long term, by iterated interaction
coordinations among groups of individuals, successful processing paths become
progressively routinised and grammaticalised/lexicalised, i.e. easily activated as
whole sequences of basic actions (macros). Cross-linguistic and diachronic analyses in DS show how the appearance of distinct NLs arises through the establishment of diﬀerent such routinisations [7,9,59] invested with social value. This
also provides the possibility of explanatory modelling of recent cognitive evidence that processing and interaction constraints aﬀect directly the design of
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the grammar itself [28,77]. From this point of view, NLs can function adaptively,
but also maladaptively in sedimenting prejudices and exclusions, because they
comprise just mechanisms of storing and deploying reliable, systematic actionperception contingencies valid in particular human ecological niches, mainly the
social environment. The perspective from which to develop the view of NLs as
evolved systems is then broadly functionalist: narrowly deﬁned, NL grammars
store action-outcome contingencies for attracting and exploiting interaction with
other humans (but also one’s self in reasoning, planning, imagining) due to the
reward values attached to interaction outcomes; in turn, such stored dispositions
by prompting interaction and enabling it via the establishment of feedback loops
and potential to aggregate as macros are shaped themselves to generalise eﬃciently due to iterative attempts at coordination with various partners and in
various circumstances. Building on this basis, NL grammars can then become
the underpinnings of systems of signiﬁcance concerning moral/emotional considerations (e.g. altruism) and cultural group formations.
Though an adaptation-oriented view of NLs is advocated by some [11], the
gradualist adaptation claim for NL grammars is disputed by others [30,64] invoking problems in reality caused by the code view of NLs. Despite marked differences between the various stand-points, two putative problems are assumed
even in models taking the adaptionist perspective: (i) the problem of “signalling
signalhood”, i.e., identifying communicative intentions; and (ii) the assumption that successful communication requires establishing some ﬁxed and shared
signal-content correspondence (‘compositionality’) intended by the speaker to be
recovered by the hearer. From the DS perspective, (i)–(ii) are artifacts of the
reiﬁed code view of NLs. Regarding (i), “signalling signalhood” leads to deﬁnitional inﬁnite regress and is only a consideration if a Gricean underpinning of
communication is assumed under which the inadequacy of a code in this respect
has to be supplemented by mindreading capacities. DS instead derives behaviour
coordination via the NL mechanisms themselves, namely, the predictivity and
adjustment of system resources. Any stimulus can be exploited not as an intentional ‘signal’ but as an aﬀordance/conditional-action, depending on the current
state of the agent. While retaining the assumptions of productivity and systematicity, DS rejects (ii), the standard compositionality requirement that imposes
ﬁxed NL form-content mappings. Instead, NLs are modelled as relatively reliable,
but also fallible, processes, sets of domain-general basic procedures for licensing
domain-speciﬁc action sequences that either assimilate input from the (social)
environment (parsing) or induce behaviour to acquire that input (speech or other
actions). Since it is not a reasonable assumption to impose duplication of needs
and goals among individuals, variability of action-control mechanisms between
conversational partners, or the same agent at diﬀerent times, is expected. Moreover, fallibility is the main source of innovation, creativity, and increased eﬃciency [46] so this is not considered as an inherent problem that should have been
eliminated by evolution. This is in line with evidence that in cross-generational
acquisition, the evolution of underspeciﬁcation/polysemy/ambiguity enhances
rather than disadvantages language learning/change [60].
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Language as an Adaptive Group-Creating Mechanism

In turning to evolutionary patterns, a distinctive feature of enactive approaches
to the biology of living beings is that organisms are deﬁned as autonomous systems that resist disorder and dissolution. Agents of various nested orders can
be deﬁned in this way, from cells, to individual brains, to dyads and groups,
all repeatedly re-deﬁning and conﬁguring their own boundaries during interactions in ways that promote adaptive success and survival (see also [15,72]). NL
coordination as modelled by DS is one such means of determining and maintaining boundaries (‘group functional organisation’, [92]), i.e., inducing temporary
stabilities for joint action via social learning and cultural transmission.
Going beyond the level of the individual, the evolutionary concept of group
selection has been resurrected by Sober and Wilson [82], who argue that groups
must be treated as capable of constituting adaptive units in their own right,
alongside individuals, for appropriate explanation of many evolutionary strands
(the so-called Multi-Level Selection Hypothesis: [82,91]). Under this view, in
most cases, group-level and individual-level pressures compete, with pressures
for individual interests having to be outweighed by signiﬁcant ﬁtness enhancement at the level of competition among groups for group beneﬁting traits to
be favoured. However, unlike many other macro-traits (e.g. moral behaviour),
NL use is one of the few cases where both individual and group-level ﬁtness
seem to be aﬀected given that NL abilities transcend the boundaries of individual vs social agency. Under the DS view, this is unsurprising since NLs are
deﬁned as means for interaction with interaction inﬂuencing each other’s ﬁtness
being the very criterion that deﬁnes the concept of ‘group’ [82]. Instead of the
standard notions of ‘altruism’ and ‘cooperation’ which omit the contribution of
competition and individual vs social tensions as evolutionary forces, interaction
in the DS sense can be seen as the basis of NL adaptivity (see also [70]). Moreover, given the abandonment of the code model, interaction and coordination
between members of a group does not require that all members of the group
share identical dispositions or intentions; as long as the propensities and goals of
any interactants complement each other, they will be able to coordinate [66,69].
But we can also take a more ﬁne-grained view, given that the concept of
a ‘group’ is deﬁned diﬀerentially relative to particular traits. Core NL features,
namely, vagueness/ambiguity (i.e., open-endedness) and systematicity, have been
shown to emerge solely from cultural transmission (iterative learning) without
intentional design [60,78]. The challenge is to explain why this might be so.
From this perspective, the relevance of individual- vs group-level distinctions
in ﬁtness enhancement arises. Firstly, a suﬃciently loose concept of compositionality (systematicity) for aﬀordance indicators allowing for variability in form
and eﬀects while nevertheless presuming on reliable predictable contributions is
expected to arise at the individual level: individual memorization/learnability
[60] needs a ﬁnite stock to systematic productive eﬀect and, given that meaning is an emergent and relational feature of interactions, deterministic outcomes
are not expected or needed. It is, however, cases where group adaptivity clearly
outweighs individual adaptivity which provide the stronger evidence, solving
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what is otherwise puzzling, namely, that vagueness and ambiguity seem problematic at the individual level: open-endedness gives rise to the ever-present risk
of misunderstanding between the interactive parties; and the related psychological correlate of non-determinism, uncertainty, phenomenologically seems hugely
problematic for individuals. Nevertheless, the advantage of non-determinism at
the group level is very striking. Open-endedness of action/perception outcomes
via adaptable mechanisms is what enables group establishment. Individuals may
interpret the world around them, including their interactions with other people,
relative to their own needs and desires and still act collectively in coordination.
But this can only be achieved if interactions between the parties do not demand
identity of mechanisms or outcomes (see also [83]). Any such condition on achieving coordination would make NL communication appear impossible. In fact, it is
the other way round, risk, uncertainty about even our own goals and resources,
and vague oﬀerings are the sine qua non of communication since meaning and
innovation emerge through interaction, instead of being initially located in one
mind and having to be transferred to another. Successful employment of only
apparently shared terms in the service of variable purposes/meanings is then
explainable if the assumption is not made that prior “common ground” and
subsequent duplication of contents is a necessary presupposition for joint action.
Here history provides numerous examples of how the unifying force of NL terms
across disjoint communities can achieve striking social success through enabling
otherwise conﬂicting sub-groups to cooperate under a single label; examples
include Solidarity of Poland, Coordinadora in Bolivia, and the Zapatista rising
in Mexico [85].

6

Conclusion

The DS perspective aims to directly model the group-forming properties of NL
interactions. First, NL communication is not viewed as convergence/common
ground but as the employment of procedures enabling creative joint activities
without overarching common goals. Secondly, we have barely scratched the surface of a great number of issues here only perhaps to argue suﬃciently that it is
notable that a common non-individualistic pattern can be discerned across NL
learning, individual and institutional NL change, and evolution. At all stages,
modelling relies in situated iteration: the entrenching eﬀect of assigning higher
probability weightings to iterated processing paths (given DS assumptions) leading to routinisation; the setting up of shortcuts in response to cognitive pressures
for economy; all being buttressed by the group functional organisation which the
interactivity induces. NL learning, change and even NL emergence can all then
be seen in gradualistic terms, hence the higher-order organisation that incorporates the NL system itself can be argued to constitute an adaptive interactive
system in continuity with the deﬁnition of living organisms as modelled in enactive approaches.
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